
Ideas for Supporting Children with Additional Needs 

Specific Learning Difficulties 

 Where there are fine motor problems encourage the use of ICT 

 Recognise that effort will not reflect output. Work may often be incomplete, or when 
complete, may be the result of substantial extra time and effort on the pupil's part. 

 To avoid unfinished work help the pupil to complete core elements of the work 

 If copying from the board or dictating, allow the pupil additional time and speak more slowly 
to accommodate the pupil with a short working visual or auditory memory 

 Try to access as many different memories (visual, auditory, kinaesthetic - see it, hear it, write 
it or draw it) to give the pupil the maximum opportunity to learn new vocabulary 

 Ensure that there are regular opportunities to reuse/recap key concepts and vocabulary to 
help compensate for poor memory 

 Praise and reward effort and achievement 

 It can be helpful to enlarge text, cut a text into paragraphs or cover some of the text to 
reduce the amount of text that the pupil needs to focus on 

 When making notes on the whiteboard divide the whiteboard to aid word recognition 
 
 
Pupils with a Hearing Impairment 
 
This is usually a permanent hearing loss of the high frequencies or tones. People with high frequency 
loss: 

 May not hear some of the consonants, such as 's'. Consonants provide the intelligibility of 
speech. 

 The severity of the problem depends upon which tones are affected. This type of hearing 
loss cannot always be helped with hearing aids; again, this depends upon which frequencies 
need amplification. 

 A high frequency hearing loss can cause misunderstanding or mishearing, even though the 
pupil appears to be hearing normally because he or she responds to speech. 

 It may also cause the pupil to make spelling and grammatical errors, such as omitting verb 
and plural endings. 

 
Recommendations to support pupils with a hearing impairment 
 

 Use a normal voice. Do not shout or exaggerate speech 

 The pupil may need to supplement hearing with speech-reading, so ensure that he or she is 
seated in a favourable position, i.e. towards the front and to one side, in such a position that 
the light falls on the speakers' faces and not in the pupil's eyes. 

 The pupil will also need to speech read classmates if there is evidence of mis-hearing other 
pupils' responses, repeat their contributions 

 Try not to speak behind the pupil with the hearing loss 

 Remember not to speak whilst writing on the blackboard - the pupil cannot speech read 
from behind. Visual clues, such as pictures, diagrams, key words on the board, all help to 
reinforce the spoken word 

 Be aware that pupils with a high frequency loss may have difficulty following audio or 
recordings. Some priming with key words beforehand may be very helpful; 

 Give clear instructions and check for understanding. 
 
 



Recommendations for Pupils with poor auditory and/or visual memory 
 

 Multi-sensory presentation of information 

 The pupils will learn best in small steps with frequent review of the key points 

 Encourage small group reinforcement of key points 

 Reduce the amount of copying of information from the blackboard 

 Low key adult support as necessary 

 Provide routine support for key sequences e.g. months of year, days of week, tables by 
recording these for reference in the pupil's general work book 

 Write the key steps for the lesson on the board 

 Present the structure of the lesson at the beginning 

 When the working memory is limited give aural information in short chunks 

 Encourage the pupil to develop a picture dictionary each lesson to support understanding 
and memory of subject specific vocabulary 

 Encourage the pupil/class to build up a concept map of a topic over a period of weeks to 
enable connections to be drawn 

 Look for times when a pupil is off task or distracted since this may be a signal that he has not 
heard or recalled instructions given earlier 

 Repeat verbal instructions slowly and ask the pupil to repeat them to a peer 

 Be aware that a pupil with memory difficulties can easily become frustrated 

 For pupils with visual memory problems give the pupil small amounts of visual information 
at a time by covering part of a page with paper 

 Highlight or underline vital information and instructions 
 
 
Recommendations for Pupils with poor concentration skills 
 

 To finish tasks within allotted time give 10 minute checks; i.e. outline amount of work you 
expect pupil to complete in this time and check 

 Give praise/rewards for completion of tasks 

 Use pupil self-monitoring for certain lessons to identify whether work is being completed on 
time 

 Provide regular feedback on performance in class 

 Ensure eye contact when giving key instructions to these pupils 

 Ask pupil to repeat instructions/explain their understanding of a concept to a peer or 
teacher 

 Ensure that the pupil is sitting away from distraction, e.g. traffic areas, materials 

 Give cues that vital instructions are about to be given 

 Ensure that the pupil is sitting in a suitable position in the classroom, close to teacher; with 
easy eye contact 

 Ensure that there is a quiet area where the pupil may work 
 
 
Recommendations for Pupils with organisational difficulties 
 

 Establish clear routines for handing in work 

 Establish a folder for keeping ongoing work in 

 Ensure that the pupil is given sufficient time to record homework, preferably not at the end 
of a lesson 

 Have established classroom routines 



 Ensure that the pupil has access at home to his timetable and has a list of any materials that 
he may need each day 

 Reduce the number of worksheets which are used by the pupil or establish clear routines for 
their storage 

 
 
Pupils with Social Emotional and Mental Health needs: 
 
Implications for classroom practice: 
 

 Make sure that work is at the right level so pupils can succeed 

 Take an interest in the pupil as an individual 

 Use humour to create a positive classroom atmosphere 

 Avoid confrontational situations - reprimand in private wherever possible, avoid sarcasm 

 Tactically ignore some unwanted behaviour while praising even small successes 

 Notice and respond positively to pupils good behaviour 

 Focus on the behaviour not the child's personality 

 Use school and year group reward systems 

 In addition to the reward system it might help to use special rewards for individual pupils 

 Ensure targets are very specific 

 Praise may be more effective in private or can be a series of unobtrusive signals - thumbs up, 
wink, nod 

 Set ground rules in the classroom so pupils know what is expected of them, be prepared to 
remind frequently 

 Emphasise the positive - individual praise for good behaviour as well as good work 

 Be fair and consistent, don't make idle threats 

 Target specific behaviour (e.g. calling out). Don't expect to put everything right at once – 
progress will be slow  

 Be sparing with negative consequences - they rarely work and can be counter productive 
 
 
Recommendations to improve behaviour 
 

 Give direct modelling of acceptable behaviour and suggest alternative ways of dealing with a 
situation 

 Reinforce rules frequently 

 Give clear, precise instructions 

 Stress positive, desirable outcomes 

 Provide frequent feedback and reinforcement 

 To involve the pupil with recording in a home/school link book (age appropriate) the pupil 
could describe the day by drawing smiley faces with a short explanation by the teacher if 
necessary 

 Negotiate targets and reward the pupil for meeting them 

 Praise and encouragement should be used as much as possible 

 Praise appropriate behaviour which is taking place nearby, to pupil who is behaving 
inappropriately 

 Target certain behaviour which all staff teaching pupil deem to be a priority and work on 
improving that 

 Consider positive changes rather than negative ones 

 Give a clear message to keep a pupil on task 



 Negotiate a clear set of rules within the classroom 

 Ensure that rules are recorded for class viewing 

 Praise and reprimand based on these rules 

 Give a pupil a verbal warning and offer a strategy to avoid escalation of the problem 

 Reward a pupil for improved effort and attitude as well as achievement 

 Invalidate the behaviour at times by use of humour, redirection or isolation 

 Avoid confrontation 

 For serious infringements, record antecedents so that consequences may be considered by 
pupil and staff 

 For minor misbehaviour, e.g. off task 
i) check task is appropriate and understood by pupil 
ii) give non-verbal signal, move nearer to pupil 
iii) ignore 
iv) time in 
v) thinking of new strategies are an essential part of the process 
vi) reminder of acceptable behaviour 
vii) praise as soon as there is behaviour that can be praised 

 
 
Recommendations to build self-esteem 
 

 Give small structured targets and responsibilities 

 Recognise strengths, have realistic expectations and praise for effort 

 Encourage the pupil to recognise his strengths as well as weaknesses 

 Negotiate targets and give a tangible reward when they are met 

 Recognise if a pupil has good oral skills and place the pupil with others of similar ability 

 Give responsibilities within the classroom 

 Identify core elements of topics to be completed so that the pupil is not overloaded 

 Enable periods of working independently with peers 

 Ensure all staff are alert to pupil's sensitivity and encourage positive comments 

 Try to think positively about each pupil, to look for the best so that they may become aware 
of their good points 

 Provide opportunities for pupils to support each other  

 As far as possible only give negative feedback to the child away from others 
 
 
 
Pupils misbehave because they know how teachers will react. Teachers’ reactions can sustain and 
strengthen undesirable behaviour, therefore they must learn not to follow their first impulse as this 
could feed the mistaken goal. 
Having identified a mistaken goal a teacher can employ a number of strategies to help pupils 
develop better ways of behaving and one is to teach appropriate behaviour. 
 

 Use planned ignoring. Ignore the child behaving inappropriately and praise the child when 
they do display appropriate behaviour  

 "What gets attention will increase." Acknowledge and reinforce appropriate behaviour. 

 Sometimes do the opposite of what is expected - give permission to a child to continue 
unwanted behaviour. This works best where a behaviour was intended to irritate, 
antagonise or annoy the adult. If permitted openly the activity loses all its attraction. 



 Make expectations about behaviour very clear. Establish rules and boundaries and reward 
compliance. 

 Use stickers, certificates 

 Develop a whole class reward system. This will encourage a feeling of belonging and working 
towards a common goal. 

 Teach friendship skills to enable child to make and maintain relationships. 

 Pair with good role model. Use a 'work buddy' system. Make them feel valuable by 
organising a special job or responsibility. 

 Teach child new skills e.g. juggling, to achieve a valued role. 

 Take an interest in the child and their hobbies. Share relevant information about common 
out of school activities. 

 Use Circle-time activities to encourage co-operative group work, and place problems in a 
social context. 

 Foster a sense of belonging where every member is valued and valuable. Create an 
environment where it is safe to take risks and make mistakes. 

 Introduce 'special person ' once a week in Circle-time. This will provide another opportunity 
to affirm the positive attributes in the child. 

 Give as much unconditional positive affirmations as possible. This means the child gets lots 
of positive regard 'just for being themselves' - they don't have to do anything to earn it. 

 Extend feelings vocabulary, as when expressed appropriately they will be a powerful tool in 
getting needs met 

 Plan for success and celebrate when it happens. 

 Focus on children's abilities and strengths rather than on disabilities and weaknesses 
 
 
 
Suggested strategies for children who need to be in control: 
 

 Keep calm! Avoid a power struggle with the child 

 If the child is off-task, redirect and then walk away - as if you expect the child will do what 
you've directed. This is called 'expectation of compliance' (Bill Rogers 1992) and is powerful 
as it avoids a confrontational situation and allows the child to 'save face'. 

 Be careful not to praise too soon. The child may not want to appear to be working to please 
you, so delay your reaction. A casual nod or smile will often reinforce the behaviour you 
want. 

 Keep praise low-key. The child will not want to appear to conform and so a 'quiet word in 
the ear' will be more effective than praise in front of the whole class. 

 Give power to the child in the form of special responsibilities. 

 Organise opportunities for the child to feel important - help younger children with their 
work 

 Give control to the child by statements such as "You're working quietly", instead of "I like 
the way you're working quietly". 

 Establish firm limits and boundaries. Negotiate rules so that the child feels ownership. 

 Use logical consequences that are applied to the whole class and therefore seen as 'being 
fair' 

 Develop a positive friendly manner and don't take the child's behaviour personally. 

 Be prepared to listen rather than accuse 

 Avoid audiences. Speak to the child about inappropriate behaviour privately 



 'Reframe' their actions and attribute positive reasons for their behaviour. "I can see you're 
not joining in the group discussion but that's probably because you need some extra thinking 
time" 

 
 
Suggested strategies for the pupils who avoid in order not to fail: 
 

 Build confidence 

 Focus on improvement. Notice contributions. Build on strengths. 

 Acknowledge the difficulty of the task. 

 Set time limits on tasks. 

 Focus on past success. Analyse past success. Encourage and support child in order to repeat 
past success. 

 Make learning tangible. Foster an "I can" atmosphere in the classroom. Get child to make a 
list of "I cans". Accomplishment albums. Checklist of skills. 

 Provide tutoring. Extra initial help from teacher to get started. Peer tutoring. 

 Group work to encourage co-operation and collaboration. 

 Teach positive self-talk. Encourage positive self-talk before beginning tasks 

 Put positive signs around the class room. 

 Make mistakes OK. Everyone makes mistakes - we can learn from them. Our work doesn't 
always have to be good - good enough will do. Minimise the effect of making mistakes. 

 Take the blame - "This must be my fault, I didn't explain it very well". 

 Recognise achievement. Celebration assemblies. Certificates and stickers. Positive time-out. 
Self-approval. 

 Modify teaching methods. Use concrete learning materials. Attractive computer 
programmes.  

 Teach one step at a time 

 Show the child that they are capable. This child will want you to do everything for them - 
"learned helplessness". Do not 'rescue' as this is unhelpful. Encourage child's attempts, not 
the end product. They are capable. 


